FINGERPRINTS: OUR PERSONAL TOUCH!

Question for kids: Can you match a fingerprint to its owner?

One of the most important pieces of evidence is still a person’s fingerprints. We leave behind fingerprints almost every time we touch something, and since every person has a unique set of prints, they are a great tool for identification.

MATERIALS FOR THIS ACTIVITY:

- Slides, plain glass
- Blower Brush
- Fingerprint Powder
- Stamp Pad, Black
- Clear tape
- White paper

FOLLOW THIS EASY, STEP-BY-STEP ACTIVITY

In this activity, kids will learn how to collect fingerprints using professional forensics methods. They’ll then compare different fingerprints to determine how they are different. Finally, they can collect fingerprints from common household locations and try to match the print to the person who left it.

1. Touch a microscope slide with your finger to leave a fingerprint.
2. Sprinkle a little bit of powder on the microscope slide, then gently swipe off the excess with a soft brush.
3. Stick a piece of clear tape over the fingerprint firmly and carefully lift up. Place the tape on a piece of white paper to look at the print closely. What are the characteristics and patterns of the fingerprint?
4. Try lifting a print from a door handle or faucet and see if you can identify whose print it is. Using the stamp pad and a piece of white paper, collect fingerprints from everyone in your family and label them to compare to other prints.
BUY EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THIS ACTIVITY IN ONE PLACE

See all of these products and more on one handy shopping page.

SHOP

Fingerprint Powder, Black
Professional-quality

Blower Brush
Multiple scientific uses

Slides, plain glass, 12/pack
Mount your prints

WANT MORE?

Time to get serious!

See all related products

A FEW TIPS TO HELP YOU OUT

- Fingerprint powder and stamp pads can be messy!
- It might take a little practice to perfectly powder a fingerprint. If it smudges when you wipe off the powder, try brushing lighter.
- Collect your family’s fingerprints with a stamp pad or by powdering them.
- There are 3 main types of fingerprint patterns: loops, whorls, and arches. What types do you see in your collection?

TIPS

Go beyond the activity!

- Learn about solving crime at a crime scene with our kit. Includes fuming for fingerprints, blood analysis, fabric analysis and more!
- Try even more forensics experiments, just like the professionals, with the Forensics Kit Pro.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

GO BEYOND THE ACTIVITY!

HELP

NEED HELP WITH THIS ACTIVITY?

Call 1-800-860-6272 or email service@homesciencetools.com.